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Human adults show an attentional bias towards fearful faces, an adaptive
behaviour that relies on amygdala function. This attentional bias emerges
in infancy between 5 and 7 months, but the underlying developmental
mechanism is unknown. To examine possible precursors, we investigated
whether 3.5-, 6- and 12-month-old infants show facilitated detection of fearful
faces in noise, compared to happy faces. Happy or fearful faces, mixed with
noise, were presented to infants (N ¼ 192), paired with pure noise. We
applied multivariate pattern analyses to several measures of infant looking
behaviour to derive a criterion-free, continuous measure of face detection
evidence in each trial. Analyses of the resulting psychometric curves supported the hypothesis of a detection advantage for fearful faces compared
to happy faces, from 3.5 months of age and across all age groups. Overall,
our data show a readiness to detect fearful faces (compared to happy
faces) in younger infants that developmentally precedes the previously
documented attentional bias to fearful faces in older infants and adults.

1. Introduction
Humans from all cultures display distinct facial expressions signalling different
emotions [1], a behaviour that engages complex facial musculature and is
common to all mammals, particularly primates [2 –4]. Perceiving these
emotionally, socially and ecologically salient stimuli [5] engages a remarkably
large number of subcortical and cortical pathways in the human brain [6].
Numerous disorders and atypical experiences disrupt facial emotion perception, including autism [7], neglect or abuse [8], institutional rearing [9],
callous-unemotional traits [10], and psychiatric disorders [11]. Perception of
fearful faces is of particular interest, characterized by enhanced attentional allocation [12], visual search [13], categorization [14] and contrast sensitivity [15],
reflecting the upregulation of perceptual cortices by amygdala nuclei
[6,16,17]. These crucial pathways, which underlie the perception of faces and
their expressions, could be present from birth [17]. Tracking the developmental
trajectories leading to adaptive facial emotion perception is critical to determine
how disorders affect such capacity [18]. However, it is unknown whether
fearful faces are better detected in infancy.
The ability to categorize certain facial emotions emerges in infants between
5 and 7 months [18– 21], along with an attentional bias to fearful faces and eyes,
i.e. a tendency for these stimuli to hold attention [18,22 –27]. Infants as young as
5 months rapidly detect ecologically relevant stimuli such as angry faces or
snakes [28 –32], and fearful faces may be considered ecologically relevant
[33]. We hypothesized that fearful faces could be preferentially detected in
infancy, possibly before the onset of an attentional bias to fear depending on
task demands and with visual inputs designed to parametrically probe the
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olds, six 6-month-olds, eight 12-month-olds) were excluded
due to fussiness (nine 3.5-month-olds, two 6-month-olds, eight
12-month-olds), technical failure (one 3.5-month-old, one 6month-old), experimenter error (three 3.5-month-olds, three
6-month-olds), or side-bias on at least three of the six trials
(three 3.5-month-olds). Side-bias in a given 10-s trial was defined
as the infant looking to the same side of the screen more than
95% of the time. All caregivers provided written, informed consent before the experiment, which was approved by the local
ethics committee (Institutional Review Board).

Happy and fearful frontal view faces from the same 12 models
(six males, six females) were selected from the Karolinska
Directed Emotional Faces database [51]. Stimuli were greyscaled, and external features were cropped. Luminance, contrast,
spatial frequencies, and eye placement were matched in SHINE
[52] and Psychomorph [53]. Faces subtended a visual angle of
about 18 (vertically) by 12 degrees (horizontally).
Weighted mean phase noise preserving global contrast and
frequency spectrum [34] was generated in MATLAB v. 7.9.0.529,
and stimuli were gamma-corrected ( g ¼ 1.7286). These stimuli
were similar to those previously validated with children in an
emotion labelling task [35]. Faces were mixed with 0, 20, 40, 50,
60 or 70% noise, i.e. they had 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 or 100% signal.
Stimuli were generated so that half had more visible eyes than
mouth (eyeþ), and half had less visible eyes than mouth (eye2)
as measured by peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). Signal in the
eye region was significantly greater in eyeþ than eye2 stimuli
(PSNR, p , 0.001; Structural SIMilarity [SSIM], p ¼ 0.031; Wang
et al. [54]; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Examples
are presented in figure 1a,b and electronic supplementary material,
figure S1; average stimuli are presented in electronic supplementary material, figure S2. There was no effect of emotion on signal
quantity in the stimuli (PSNR, or SSIM in the face or eye region,
as a main effect or in interaction with eye visibility, all ps . 0.5).

(c) Procedure
The infants sat on their caregiver’s lap about 60 cm from the screen.
The caregiver was instructed not to interact with the infant during
the experiment. Stimuli were presented using Psychtoolbox [55].
Each infant saw six trials consisting of a face paired with matched
visual noise (figure 1a). Trials lasted 10 s from the first look. Faces
were happy or fearful, male or female, counterbalanced across participants. Each of the trials featured a different face model and
signal level (30, 40, 50, 60, 80 or 100%, figure 1b). Faces were on
the left (or right) for half of the trials. Models, signal levels and
side were randomly ordered across trials. Faces were sampled so
that, across participants, half of the faces in a given condition
and signal level had more signal in the eye than mouth region
(eyeþ) and vice versa (eye2).

(d) Data analysis
(i) Pre-processing

2. Method
(a) Participants
Sixty-four 3.5-month-olds (31 girls, mean age 116.9 + 0.6 days,
s.e.m.), 64 6-month-olds (31 girls, mean age 191.0 + 0.8 days),
and 64 12-month-olds (32 girls, mean age 375.6 + 0.7 days)
from a predominantly Caucasian environment were included
in the study. All infants were born full term (38.8 + 0.1 weeks
of amenorrhoea). Thirty additional infants (sixteen 3.5-month-

Infant looking was recorded by a camera and coded offline with
40 ms precision. A subsample was coded by a second observer
with 0.98, 0.96 and 0.96 agreement in the 3.5-, 6- and 12month-old groups, respectively (Pearson’s r, 25% of the
videos). Percentages of total looking time (PTLTs) to the left
and right sides were derived relative to total time looking at
the screen during each trial. For each condition, age group, and
signal level, trials with PTLT further than 2 s.d. from the mean
were considered outliers and excluded (4.17%, 2.60% and
4.43% of the trials for 3.5-, 6- and 12-month-olds, respectively).
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(b) Stimuli
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sensitivity of the face (emotional) system. To this end, we
designed a degraded face detection task with very low task
demands.
We presented fearful or happy faces mixed with random
noise [34,35] and paired them with pure noise in a faceversus-noise detection task to 192 infants at 3.5, 6 and 12
months of age. These three age groups represent ages
before, during and after the documented developmental
onset of an attentional bias to fearful faces between 5 and
7 months. We hypothesized that fearful faces would be
more easily detected by infants than happy faces at the
same level of signal at 6 and 12 months. In addition, we
aimed to test whether 3.5-month-olds would also detect fearful faces preferentially, or conversely detect happy faces
preferentially given their familiarity [36] and visual preference
for this expression [37].
Global contrast and amplitude spectra were equated to
prevent those cues from supporting face detection [38,39].
We used phasic noise, preserving these visual properties
[34]. Eye visibility was included as a control variable, due
to the critical role of the eyes in perceiving fearful expressions
[16,40] and faces in general [41]. Eyes may be especially
important for fearful face detection by infants who lack
experience with this expression [36].
Face detection was measured by preferential looking and
multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA). MVPA combines multiple variables (such as voxel activations) to classify trials
according to stimulus category, target location, or other
parameters [42]. MVPA is used with different data types
including fMRI [43], EEG [44], fNIRS [45] and behavioural
[46] data. One previous study used MVPA with infant
fNIRS [45], and at least one used MVPA with infant EEG
data [47]. To our knowledge, the current findings represent
the first use of MVPA with infant behavioural data.
In the current study, we used MVPA to detect patterns of
looking behaviour that differentiate between face and noise,
and derived multivariate measures of face versus noise discrimination for each trial. By doing so, we quantitatively
assessed how well the looking behaviour of infants differentiated between face and noise without requiring a human
observer to guess the location of the face (as is the case for
forced-choice preferential looking [48]), and without
making an assumption on which particular aspect of looking
behaviour would best capture the difference between face
and noise. Preferential looking and multivariate face versus
noise discrimination were used to fit psychometric curves
and estimate face detection thresholds. Psychometric curves
have been used in studies of children and adults to investigate perceptual development [49] or the effect of emotion
on perception [15], and there are some precedents to using
them in infant behavioural studies [50].
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(b)

30% signal

40% signal

50% signal

60% signal

80% signal

100% signal

Figure 1. Stimuli. (a) Example trial featuring a fearful face at 100% signal (left) paired with matched pure noise (right). (b) Example stimulus at 30 – 100% signal
level. Original stimulus was distributed as part of the KDEF database [51], whose copyright holder is: Karolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Neuroscience,
Section of Psychology, Stockholm, Sweden.

(ii) Multivariate measure of face detection

(iii) Modelling of psychometric curves

A multivariate measure of face detection was derived by classifying trials as ‘face is on the left’ or ‘face is on the right’. The
rationale for this metric is similar to the idea of ‘double psychophysics’ [48]: if one can reliably guess on which side of the screen
the face was presented by looking at the infant’s behaviour, then
it can be inferred that the infant is discriminating between the
presence of a face or noise. We implemented this idea computationally using MVPA [42] to locate the side of presentation of the
face (left or right) on each trial based on (i) PTLT to the left,
(ii) number of looks to the left, (iii) number of looks to the right,
(iv) duration of first look to the left, (v) duration of first look to
the right, (vi) median duration of looks to the left, (vii) median
duration of looks to the right, and (viii) direction of first look
(left or right). Durations were log-transformed [56]. Continuous
measures were z-scored within-subject. Measures were chosen
a priori given the visual preference of infants for faces [57].
PTLT to the right is equal to 100% minus PTLT to the left, and
thus did not need to be included. Trials from all participants
were pooled to maximize the number of training examples, and
a logistic regression algorithm (a common classifier for MVPA)
was repeatedly trained on all trials except one and tested on the
trial that was left-out (leave-one-out cross-validation). Forward
sequential feature selection was implemented inside each crossvalidation loop (see electronic supplementary material, table S2
for results on the full dataset). This procedure led to locating
the face side for each trial in a way that reflects generalization.
We used logistic regression because it provides log-odds, a
direct, criterion-free, continuous measure of evidence for each
response (‘face is on the left’ versus ‘face is on the right’)—as
opposed to accuracy, a binary measure dependent on a decision
criterion. Raw evidence (log-odds for the right versus left side)
was pooled to derive correct evidence (log-odds for the correct
versus incorrect side) as a multivariate measure of face versus
noise discrimination.

Infant psychometric curves exhibited a positive asymptote well
below the level of maximal response. For example, visual preferences for the face side presented an average of about 75% at the
maximal level of signal (100%), even though on a given trial
infants could theoretically look more than 90% of the time to
the face side. This characteristic violates an assumption of
usual psychometric models, where performance approaches
100% at the maximal level of signal. To obviate the need for
this assumption, we used a nonlinear mixed-effects model
approach with the following formula:
f ðx, zÞ ¼ Y0 þ

yðzÞ  Y0
1 þ exp½aðx  uðzÞÞ

where f(x, z) is the fitted response (logit-transformed PTLT or correct evidence), x the signal level, a the slope, and z the experimental
condition (emotion and feature visibility). This corresponds to a
logistic function with lower (0% signal) and upper (100% signal)
asymptotes whose values are Y0 and y(z), respectively. When x is
equal to the threshold value Q(z), f(x, z) is halfway between Y0
and y(z). Upper asymptote and threshold are assumed to be
linearly dependent on the experimental conditions:
yðzÞ ¼ YF þ dH ðzÞdYH

uðzÞ ¼ x0FE þ dF ðzÞdM ðzÞdx0FM þ dH ðzÞdE ðzÞdx0HE
þ dH ðzÞdM ðzÞdx0HM
where YF is the upper asymptote in the fearful face condition, dYH
the difference in upper asymptote for the happy face condition,
x0FE the perceptual threshold in the fearful eyeþ face condition,
and dx0FM, dx0HE, and dx0HM the difference in threshold for the
fearful eye2, happy eyeþ, and happy eye2 face conditions,
respectively. dH(z), dF(z), dM(z) and dE(z) are binary variables
equal to 1 in the happy, fearful, eye2 and eyeþ conditions,
respectively, and equal to 0 otherwise. Because eye and mouth
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(iv) Software

3. Results
(a) Univariate and multivariate measures
of face detection
Visual preference for faces over juxtaposed noise has been
used in earlier studies [64] as a univariate proxy for face
detection because the visual preference for faces over noise
in infants should be strong [57]. As expected, infants in all
age groups showed a visual preference for the face side that
increased with face visibility (overall PTLT to the face side:
66.18 + 0.68; figure 2a).
If an infant’s looking behaviour can be used to locate the
side of the face (left or right), that is strong evidence that the
infant detected the face [48], regardless of whether the infant
showed a reliable visual preference during the entire trial as
measured by PTLT. We introduced a multivariate measure
of face detection evidence by using a classifier to locate the
side of the face (i.e. discriminating face from noise) based
on PTLT and other characteristics of looking behaviour (see
Method). The side of the face was located from infant looking
behaviour at the level of single trials with 80.92% + 1.22
cross-validation accuracy. Accuracy and correct multivariate
detection evidence (correct log-odds) increased with face visibility as expected (figure 2b,c). Several aspects of looking
behaviour (duration of first look to both sides, median duration
of looks to both sides) significantly contributed to accurately
locating face side besides PTLT (electronic supplementary
material, table S2), confirming that the multivariate approach
provides increased sensitivity compared to PTLT alone.
Linear mixed-effects models revealed no effect of
infant gender on PTLT to the face side (logit-transformed,
x2 ½1 ¼ 0:34, p ¼ 0.559) or multivariate discrimination (correct
evidence, x2 ½1 ¼ 0:16, p ¼ 0.687). Data were pooled across
this variable in further analyses.

(b) Face detection thresholds
We fitted nonlinear mixed-effects models to infant responses
( psychometric curves) to estimate face detection thresholds.
Due to sample-size based limitations in the number of parameters, the analysis was restricted to estimating the face
detection threshold for the Fearful eyeþ condition and differences in detection threshold between this and each of the
other conditions (Fearful eye2, Happy eyeþ, Happy eye2),
across all age groups.

(c) Levels of face detection around threshold
A linear mixed-effects model analysis of the (logit-transformed)
PTLT around the detection thresholds (40–50% face signal;
figure 3b,c) revealed a significant main effect of age
(x2 ½2 ¼ 9:62, p ¼ 0.008) and an interaction of age with facial
emotion and eye visibility (x2 ½2 ¼ 6:62, p ¼ 0.037) driven by
a significant effect of facial emotion (x2 ½1 ¼ 6:33, p ¼ 0.012) at
3.5 months, a marginal interaction of facial emotion and eye visibility (x2 ½1 ¼ 3:1046, p ¼ 0.078) at 3.5 months, and a marginal
effect of eye visibility at 12 months (x2 ½1 ¼ 3:05, p ¼ 0.081).
Correct discrimination evidence increased with age
generally (main effect of age, x2 ½2 ¼ 14:35, p , 0.001;
figure 3e). Based on correct multivariate discrimination
evidence, fearful faces were detected preferentially relative
to happy faces around the threshold (40– 50% signal), regardless of age (linear mixed-effects model: main effect of face
emotion, x2 ½1 ¼ 6:03, p ¼ 0.014; no interaction with age and
no other significant effects, all ps . 0.05; figure 3f ).
Overall, the results point to a fearful face detection advantage around threshold (40 –50% signal), compared to happy
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Analyses were conducted in Matlab 7.9.0529 and R v. 3.2.0.
Mixed-effects model analyses [58] were run in R using nlme
v. 3.1.120 [59], car 2.0.25 [60] and lme4 1.1.7 [61]. A control analysis (electronic supplementary material, figure S3) was performed
with the Computer Vision System Toolbox in Matlab 8.2.0.701,
using its implementation of the Viola – Jones automated face
and eye detection algorithm that is pre-trained on a large
number of upright frontal faces and is sensitive to facial features
and their second-order relations [62]. Data are openly accessible
online at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3439349.v1 [63].

Psychometric curves of the PTLT to the face side revealed
a significantly lower threshold for the Fearful eyeþ face condition (44.41 + 1.98% face signal; electronic supplementary
material, table S3; figure 3a) than for the Happy eye2 face
condition (difference: 5.20 + 2.62% face signal, 95% CI
[0.001 0.103]), but not the other conditions (electronic supplementary material, table S3; figure 3a), across all age
groups. Subject-dependent random effects were retained for
x0FE and YF, and rejected for a based on BIC.
A similar result was found when applying psychometric
curve modelling to the correct multivariate face versus
noise discrimination evidence; the face detection threshold
for the Fearful eyeþ condition (44.07 + 2.14% face signal;
electronic supplementary material, table S4; figure 3c) was
significantly lower than the detection threshold for the
Happy eye2 condition (increase in threshold: 7.90 + 2.52%
face signal, 95% CI [0.030 0.128]) but not the other conditions
(Wald confidence intervals, a ¼ 5%; electronic supplementary
material, table S4; figure 3c).
Similar models were used to estimate the difference in
threshold between the Fearful eye2 condition and other conditions, or between the Happy eyeþ condition and other
conditions (electronic supplementary material, tables S5–S8).
Results are summarized in figure 4. Overall, psychometric
curve modelling of infant looking data revealed face detection thresholds at about 44% signal, with an increase of
about 5% signal in threshold for Happy eye2 condition
compared to the Fearful eyeþ condition, and intermediate
thresholds for Happy eyeþ and Fearful eye2 conditions
depending on whether PTLT alone (figure 4a) or correct
multivariate discrimination evidence (figure 4b) was used
as a measure of face versus noise detection.
To clarify whether these differences in detection
thresholds reflected a main effect of facial expression, a
main effect of eye visibility, or an interaction between the
two, and to test for an effect of age, we conducted further
analyses focused on the linear portion of the psychometric
curves corresponding to trials around the fitted detection
thresholds (40 –50% signal). These trials correspond to
levels of signal where most variations in face detection
performance are expected to occur.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

are equally visible at 100% signal, trials with 100% face signal were
discarded from the fit and the model did not include a difference
in asymptote between the eyeþ and eye2 conditions. We considered subject-dependent random effects for x0FE, a, and YF.
Their inclusion was based on Bayesian information criterion.
residuals were considered to be normally distributed.
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Figure 2. Face detection across signal levels and age groups. (a) Visual preference for the face side versus the noise side. (b,c) Locating the face side from looking
behaviour. (b) Discrimination evidence (log-odds). (c) Face side classification accuracy. Student’s t-tests against chance, a ¼ 0.05, Holm – Bonferroni corrected.
(Online version in colour.)
faces. Results were mixed when considering PTLTs for the
face side alone, as the effect of face emotion was restricted
to 3.5-month-olds on this measure. However, correct discrimination evidence, a more comprehensive multivariate
measure inclusive of PTLTs and other aspects of looking
behaviour (e.g. first look) revealed a detection advantage for
fearful faces compared to happy faces across all age groups
(i.e. it did not significantly interact with age).

4. Discussion
We conducted a face versus noise detection task with 3.5-, 6and 12-month-old infants, i.e. before, during and after the
previously described developmental emergence of the attentional bias for fearful faces [18], to test the hypothesis that

infants detect fearful faces better than happy faces. We derived
a multivariate measure of face detection inclusive of visual
preference, modelled the resulting psychometric curves, and
examined whether levels of detection around threshold
varied according to facial emotion, eye visibility, and age.
Results were generally consistent with our main hypothesis.
There was evidence of a detection advantage for fearful faces
compared to happy faces, across all age groups when considering a multivariate measure, and in 3.5-month-olds only
when considering visual preference alone.

(a) Perceptual biases and threat sensitivity in infancy
An attentional bias to fearful faces emerges in infancy between
5–7 months for static faces [18,25] and 3.5–5 months
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Figure 3. Influence of facial emotion, eye visibility and infant age on face detection. Face detection was measured by (a –c) visual preference for the face side and
(d – f ) multivariate face versus noise discrimination (correct evidence). (a,d ) Psychometric curve modelling and estimated face detection thresholds (grey boxes).
(b,c,e,f ) Levels of face detection around threshold, (b,e) at each age and (c,f ) across ages (c,f: Student’s t-tests for independent samples or linear mixed model,
as appropriate, a ¼ 0.05). Eþ, eyeþ, more visible eyes; E2, eye2, less visible eyes; F, fearful; H, happy. (Online version in colour.)
for dynamic faces [65] (but see [66]). This effect is robust and
has been replicated over a variety of paradigms (e.g. [67]). Its
underlying mechanism is unclear: the hypothesis that it was
linked to direct experience with fearful faces after the onset of
crawling was recently refuted [65]. Sensitivity to fearful faces
in younger infants also remains debated [66]; younger infants
sometimes exhibit a visual preference for happy over fearful
faces [37,68], but some sensitivity to fear has been evidenced
in electrophysiological responses at 3.5 months [69]. Deep
limbic regions remain inaccessible to functional neuroimaging in awake infants [70], and data linking threat
processing in infancy to developmental mechanisms have
received multiple interpretations. Two hypotheses have
been proposed to explain the development of fear learning:
early sensitivity [28,71], and functional maturation at 5 – 7
months [25]. According to the former hypothesis [71], early
sensitivity to threat-relevant stimuli (e.g. snake shapes)
facilitates fear learning even with limited direct or vicarious
fearful experiences with these stimuli [28]. A readiness
to detect fearful faces could presumably scaffold early
experiences with these expressions, leading to increased
attention-holding by fearful faces later on. The present results
align with this notion, and to our knowledge represent
the first evidence of facilitated fear detection in infancy,
and the first behavioural evidence of fear sensitivity at
3.5 months. The latter hypothesis [22 – 27] suggests a link
between the onset of the attentional fear bias and that of functional connectivity between limbic, visual, and attentional

networks [18]; this hypothesis predicts an absence of fear sensitivity before 5 – 7 months [25]. The present results diverge
from this prediction, but it is also possible that the enhanced
detection of fear and attentional fear bias reflect different
functional connections from limbic to visual and attentional
networks, respectively.

(b) Features driving emotional face detection in infants
Previous studies in adults have uncovered a role for low-level
cues, such as global amplitude spectra, in face detection
[38,39]. The present results cannot be driven by global contrast or global amplitude spectra, as these were equated
across conditions and between face and noise. Applying an
established computational model of face detection (Viola –
Jones [38,62]) to all stimuli revealed comparable levels of
automatic face (or eye) detection by the algorithm for fearful
versus happy faces (electronic supplementary material, figure
S3). Thus, the fear detection advantage evidenced here
cannot be attributed to a greater objective resemblance of
noisy fearful faces with a generic face template, at least
when it comes to representational aspects captured by the
algorithm. Further research is needed to determine which
other cues, such as local amplitude or contrast in the eye or
mouth region [38], drive fearful face detection in infants. As
the eyes are a critical part of the face template from
3.5 months onward [41,72], infant perception may be attuned
to low-level characteristics of fearful eyes. The diagnostic
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3 ± 3%

1–2 ± 3%
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45
46
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(b) multivariate face versus noise discrimination evidence
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44 ± 2%

8 ± 3%

4 ± 3%
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51
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Figure 4. Summary of estimated detection thresholds, across all ages, for each condition. (a) Detection thresholds based on visual preference alone. Trials around
threshold (main text) revealed a detection advantage for fearful faces at 3.5 months. (b) Detection thresholds based on multivariate face versus noise discrimination
(correct evidence). Trials around threshold (main text) revealed a detection advantage for fearful faces across all ages. (Online version in colour.)
character of the eyes in fearful faces could cause infants
to direct their visual attention to fearful eyes, facilitating
detection of the face [14,73,74]. However, there was no
clear evidence for an effect of eye visibility, either alone or
in interaction with facial emotion, although it is possible
that any such effects may be revealed by a stronger experimental manipulation of eye visibility or larger sample size.
Parts of the data did suggest a possible role of eye visibility
in happy face detection by infants. To our knowledge,
this has not been reported before, but aligns with other
findings [41].

(c) Revisiting ‘double psychophysics’ with multivariate
pattern analysis
Most behavioural studies in infancy do not present a specific
hypothesis regarding which variable should distinguish
between conditions—the hypothesis is on the difference
itself (but see [75]). Teller’s ‘double psychophysics’ method
[48] has been proposed as a solution to this problem, and
to our knowledge, the current study is the first to implement
it with MVPA [42,43]. Specifically, we introduced a measure
of face versus noise discrimination based on the statistical
relationship between behavioural patterns (e.g. looking preference) and stimulus category (face or noise). This method
is not specific to looking times or to face detection and may
be applied more broadly to different behavioural tasks. For
example, eye-tracking provides richer descriptions of looking
behaviour than looking times (e.g. gaze shifts and scanning
patterns), making the results from MVPA potentially stronger
and more sensitive. Stimulus –response relationships are
important to the study of cognitive development, but are

often difficult to study in infants [76]. We propose that multivariate analysis of behavioural data represents a significant
step in that direction, as it specifically tests for stimulus –
response relationships and obviates the need for a priori
assumptions about which behavioural variable should be
the most informative.

(d) Limitations
Sample sizes in the current study were typical of infant
behavioural research. Numbers of near-threshold trials were
limited by the lack of prior reports of perceptual thresholds
for phasic noise in infancy. Future research should determine
whether the readiness to detect fearful faces (compared to
happy faces) in infancy generalizes to naturalistic settings
beyond the laboratory. Comparing detection of fearful
versus angry versus sad faces will also clarify whether the
effect applies just to threat-relevant stimuli (anger and fear)
or more generally to negative novel expressions (fear,
anger, and sadness) [28].
In conclusion, we used multivariate pattern analysis
applied to infant looking behaviour to estimate face detection
thresholds for fearful and happy faces in 3.5-, 6- and 12month-olds. Results supported the hypothesis of a superior
detection of fearful faces as early as 3.5 months, compared
to happy faces. Further research is needed to determine
which characteristics of fearful faces facilitated their detection, and whether this advantage represents an early
instance in which emotional salience scaffolds social fear
learning.
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